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Abstract 
In this paper the iteration operator corresponding to the Picard-LindelSf iteration is considered as a model case in 
order to investigate the convergence theory of the Arnoldi process. We ask whether it is possible to use a theorem by 
Nevanlinna nd Vainikko to obtain the spectrum of the local operator. In the case considered here the answer is no. 
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1. Introduction 
The Picard-Lindel6f iteration is a commonly used iterative method when large systems of initial 
value problems are solved. Here we shall restrict our attention to linear problems on infinitely long 
time intervals. The iteration operator corresponding to the Picard-Lindel6f iteration is an interesting 
example of an operator encountered in the theory of iterative methods which is not self-adjoint. 
Here the iteration operator corresponding to the Picard-Lindel6f iteration is considered as a model 
case in order to investigate the convergence theory of the Arnoldi process. More specifically we ask 
whether it is possible to use a result by Nevanlinna nd Vainikko [13] which tells us that under 
certain conditions it is possible to obtain the spectrum of the local operator by looking at those of 
the Hessenberg matrices generated by the Arnoldi process. Our result is negative: we show that if 
in the case considered we choose a bad starting vector for the Arnoldi process then the assumptions 
of the Nevanlinna-Vainikko theorem do not hold. 
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A description of the problem as well as some theoretical background is given in Section 2. In 
Section 3 we show how the Amoldi process works in practice by looking at a simple example. We 
shall then show in Section 4 that in the scalar case the assumptions of the Nevanlinna-Vainikko 
theorem do not hold. In Section 5 we shall extend this result to the matrix case. Much of the theory 
presented is valid in general. The whole proof of a result similar to the scalar case is carried through 
in the case where the decomposition of the coefficient matrix is such that the resulting matrices can 
be transformed into their respective Jordan forms by the same transformation matrix. 
2. The problem 
Suppose we have a linear constant coefficient initial value problem 
~+Ax=f( t ) ,  t>0,  
x(O) =xo, 
where x(t), f(t),  Xo C C a and A is a d × d matrix. Introducing the decomposition ofA : A =M-N,  
we get the iteration 
Ycn + Mx" =Nx ~-1 + f ( t ) ,  t > 0, (1) 
xn(O)=xo, n=1,2 , . . . .  
If nothing better is available we can take x°(t)=x0. The original Picard-LindelSf iteration corre- 
sponds to the decomposition M = 0 and N =-A .  This however only converges on finite intervals. 
We shall look at Eq. (1) in [0, cxz) and make the assumption that both A and M have spectra strictly 
in the fight half plane, i.e. if 2 C {a(A), a(M)}, then Re 2 > 0. 
Now let X be the convolution operator o,Yx(t)= fo e-M(t-S)Nx(s) ds. The iteration (1) can be 
rewritten as a fixed point iteration 
X n = ~X n -1  .~- q), 
where ¢p :--e-Mtxo+fo e-M(t-~)f(s)ds. We shall study the operator ~ in L2([~+, C d ) and its invariant 
subspaces, with the inner product (x, y) = fo  y*(t)x(t) dt, where y* denotes the complex conjugate 
transpose )5 T of y. 
We denote by K(z) the symbol of the operator o,~: 
K(z) := (z + M)-IN. 
As customary, the spectrum of the operator sU is denoted by tr(X)  and the spectral radius by p(J~). 
From [9] we have the following result: 
Theorem 1. tr(gff) = el I.JR~z~>0 a(K(z)). 
This yields a number of corollaries: 
Corollary 1. p(3f)  = maxcea p(K(i~)). 
Corollary 2. a(3C) is connected. 
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Corollary 3. p(3(~) = 0 /f and only if there exists m <<.d such that o,~ m = O. 
Here it is natural to introduce a few concepts. Let A be a bounded linear operator in a Hilbert 
space H. Now by definition the operator A is called nilpotent if there exists a positive integer 
m such that A m =0. Furthermore it is quasinilpotent if p(A)=0.  The operator A is algebraic if 
there exists a polynomial q such that q(A)=0. It is quasialgebraic if inf IIQj(A)II ~/j ---0 where the 
infimum is over all j and over all monic polynomials of degree j. And last of all, the operator 
A on a separable, infinite dimensional, complex Hilbert space H is said to be quasitriangular if 
there exists a sequence {Pn} of finite rank (orthogonal) projections on H converging strongly to 
1 such that IIP, APn-  AP, I I ---~0. We shall denote by N, QN, QA and QT the sets of nilpotent, 
quasinilpotent, quasialgebraic and quasitriangular operators respectively. Note that in general it is 
true that N C QN c QA c QT. 
By a theorem by Halmos [6] an operator A is quasialgebraic f and only if cap(a(A))= 0. Here 
cap(o-(A)) denotes the capacity of the spectrum. In general, capacities can be thought of as nonlinear 
generalizations of measures [3]. The logarithmic apacity of a set E is obtained from the Green's 
function, which is defined as follows. Given a compact set E C C, denote by Gee the unbounded 
component of the complement C -  E of E. The (classical) Green's function for Gee with a pole at 
o¢ is the unique function g(2) defined in Gee, with the following properties: 
g is a harmonic function in Gee, 
g(2) = log 121 +/9(1) as 121--~ oo, 
g(2) ~ 0 as 2 ~ ( from Gee for every ( E 0Gee. 
Because g(2) - log 121 is bounded near oo and harmonic, it has a removable singularity there. The 
value of the limit, 
7 : :  limoo[g(2) - log 121] 
is the Robin's constant for E and the (logarithmic) capacity is given by cap(E) :  e-L If the set 
E is such that a Green's function for Gee with the above-mentioned properties does not exists, the 
capacity of the set is zero. To illustrate the idea of capacities note that the capacity of a line segment 
of length l is l/4, whereas the capacity of a disk with radius r is r. Since a(ff l)  is connected and 
contains both 0 and p(~)e  i° for some 0 we have 
p(X)  ~> cap(a(~) )  ~> ¼p(J'~). 
So a (X)  has zero capacity exactly when p( J l )=  0. 
By Corollary 3 ~ is nilpotent iff it is quasinilpotent, that is, p (X)  : 0. This on the other hand is 
equivalent to the spectrum of 5¢" having a zero capacity which in turn is true iff X is quasialgebraic. 
So we have the following corollary of Theorem 2: 
Corollary 4. X is nilpotent ¢, X & quasinilpotent ¢~ X is quasialgebraic. 
Since quasialgebraicity implies quasitriangularity, he nilpotency of ~ will also imply the quasi- 
triangularity of o,~. In Corollary 4 we have shown that in the case of the Picard-Lindel6f operator 
the first three inclusions in N C QN C QA c QT can be replaced by equalities: N = QN = QA. Is this 
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true for the last inclusion as well? We shall not try to answer this question as it is here, but it is 
related to the question we set to examine. 
In order to discuss quasitriangularity we need the following definition: 
Definition 1. An operator A EL(X, Y) is semi-Fredholm, if the range of A, ~R(A)C Y is closed, and 
either the dimension of the null space X(A)  or the codimension of the range ~R(A) is finite. In this 
case the index of A is defined by 
indA = dim X(A)  - codim ~(A). 
Note that in the above case codim~(A)=dimJU(A*) ,  and therefore indA=dimJ f f (A ) -  
dim Jff(A* ). 
The following characterization is due to Douglas and Pearcy [4] and to Apostol, Foias and 
Voiculescu [1]. 
Theorem 2. Let A E L(H). The following are equivalent: 
(i) there exists a complex 2 such that A - 2 is a semi-Fredholm operator with a negative index 
(ii) A is not quasitriangular. 
A good source on this is Douglas and Pearcy [5]. 
Let A be a bounded linear operator in a Hilbert space H, and let b E H. Recall the Arnoldi process 
for creating an orthonormal basis {vj} for K(A,b):= el span{b, Ab, A2b,...}: 
Start: Choose an initial function b and set vl =b/llbll. 
Iterate: for j = 1,2,... compute: 
h O=(Avj,vi), i= 1, . . . , j  
Wj+ 1 : Avj  - ~¢=1 hijvi 
hj+~,j = [IWj+l II 
VS+ 1 = Wj+l/hj+l, j 
The Amoldi process generates the Hessenber9 matrix h the elements of which are h o. Note that the 
Hessenberg matrices generated by the Amoldi process when applied to A and A - 2 are related: if the 
previous is h, the latter is h - 2, so they have the same subdiagonal elements. Also the Hessenberg 
matrices related to A and -A  have the same subdiagonal elements. 
From [12] we know that 
Theorem 3. The Arnoldi process yields [[I1 hj, j-1] 1In ~ 0 for every b E H if and only if A is quasi- 
algebraic. 
Let us now denote by A[b] the 'local operator' obtained by restricting A to the invariant subspace 
K(A,b) = clspan{b, Ab, A2b,....}. Then the following result is true [12]: 
Proposition 1. The operator A[b] is quasitriangular if the Arnoldi process satisfies inf, h,,,-i = 0. 
In particular by Theorem 3 quasialgebraicity mplies that inf, h,,,_l = 0. The reverse is not neces- 
sarily true. It could be that inf, h,,n-1 = 0 which by Proposition 1 means that Albl is quasitriangular, 
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but still [rI~ hi, j - l ]  1/n 7 4 O, which would mean that A is not quasialgebraic. The question is, is this 
the case for the Picard-Lindel6f operator. As long as ~ is not nilpotent, which by Corollary 4 
means it is also not quasialgebraic, i.e. . 1/n [1-I1 hj, j_~] 7z~ 0, is it true that infn hn,,-i > 0? That is, is 
it true, that the operator ~'Y'tbl is not quasitriangular for all nounilpotent ~r and b ¢~ JV'(N)? 
The reason we are interested in inf n hn, n-I is that by [13] the condition infn hn, n-1--0 allows a 
convergence theorem for the Arnoldi process. For let An be the n x n Hessenberg matrix created on 
the nth iteration step of the Arnoldi process and denote by Z((An)ncN) the limit spectrum of the 
sequence (An), which is defined as follows: 
Definition 2. For n E N let An be a bounded linear operator in some complex Banach space B,. 
Define 
ff, i((An)nEN)= {2 
Z~((An)n~N) : {4 
If Zi((An)n~N): Z~((An)nc~) we call this set the limit spectrum of the sequence (A,) and denote it 
by Z((An)n~N). 
E C: lim inf 11(2/, - An) -~ II : 
nE~ 
E C: l im SUPnEN 11(41n - An) -1 [[ = c¢3}. 
Here 11(2In -An)  -111 = means simply that 2 E a(An). Now the following result is true [13]. 
Theorem 4. I f  in the Arnoldi process {nj} is a sequence such that 
hnj,nj-I ---~ 0 as j---+ c~ 
then 
What Theorem 4 actually says is that if the subdiagonal of the Hessenberg matrices created by 
the Arnoldi process has a subsequence which tends to zero, then the spectrum of the local operator 
is obtained from those of the Hessenberg matrices. 
3. Functions generated by the Arnoldi process: an example 
We shall now look at the behavior of the Arnoldi process a simple example case, namely ~Yf with 
M = ½ and N : -1.  The Arnoldi process was introduced in Section 2. We apply this process to our 
operator 
JT-x( t ) = -- fot e-(t-~)/Zx( s ) ds, 
where x(t) is a function in Lz(R+, C). The inner product is (x, y )= fo  x(s)y(s)ds. We choose the 
initial function Vl(t) = e -t/z. 
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Before we continue recall that the Laguerre polynomials are defined by Zn(t ) = ~k:0 (~)(--1) k
tk/k!, n=0,  1 ,2 , . . . .  Here we shall need the following properties of the Laguerre polynomials: 
first of all, the set of functions C~n(t)=e-t/2Ln(t) is orthonormal on the interval t E [0,cx~), i.e. 
f~'~ e- tL i ( t )L j ( t )dt  = 6ij. Furthermore, it is easy to prove that foLn(s)ds  =Ln( t ) -Ln+l ( t ) .  For further 
details on the Laguerre polynomials ee e.g. [2]. 
Now let us apply the Arnoldi algorithm to this case. First let j = 1. Then 
V 1 = e-t/2 = e-t /2Lo, 
/o hll = (~Vl ,  Vl) = - e-t/2te-t /2dt= -1 ,  
w2 = ~'~vl - hllVl = (1 - t)e -t/2 =L ie  -t/z, 
h~l = (w2,w2) = L~e-' at = 1, 
v2 = e- t /2L l  . 
Let vj+l =e-t/2Lj(t)  for all j<~n. Now when j=n  + 1. 
// SVn+I = -- e-(t-~)/2e-~/2Ln(s)ds 
// = -e  -t/2 Ln(s) ds = e-t/2(Ln+l(t) - L~(t)), 
hi, n+1 = (J~'°v~+l, vi) = (e-t/2(Ln+l(,t) - L~(t)), e-t/2Li_l(t)) 
= [ (e - t /ZL ,+ l ,  e-t/ZLi_ 1 ) - (e-t/ZL~, e-t/2Li_l )] 
= -cSi, n+~, i=  1, . . . ,n  + 1, 
Wn+2 = ~l )n+l  -- hn+l,n+lVn+l = e-t/2(L.+l(t) - Ln(t)) + e-t/2Ln(t) 
= e-t/2Ln+l(t), 
h2n+2,.+l = (w.+z, Wn+2) = (e-t/2Ln+l, e-t/2L.+l ) = 1, 
/)n+2 = e-t/2 Ln+ l ( t ) • 
So the functions generated by Arnoldi are the Laguerre functions v.+l = e-t/ZLn(t). Moreover, the 
Hessenberg matrix generated by the Arnoldi process on the nth iteration step is the n × n matrix 
hn 
/ -1 ) 
.°, 
"°. --1 
1 -1  
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so subdiagonal elements of the Hessenberg matrix are  hn, n_  1 = 1 for all n and it is true that 
infn h,,,-a >0. This means that we cannot use Theorem 4 to obtain the spectrum of o~ by looking 
at those of the Hessenberg matrices. Clearly a(h,)= {-1} for all n so the limit spectrum of the 
sequence (h,) is S((h,)~c~)¼ {-1}.  In the next section we shall see that a (o~)= {2:12 + 11 ~< 1}, 
so indeed S((h,) ,~n)¢ a(Jf).  
4. The scalar case 
We shall now consider the same problem as in the previous section, but in a different formalism. 
So as before 
f0 t J fx(t)  = - e-('-s)/2x(s) ds, x(t) E L2(~+, C). 
Let Vl be the first Laguerre function Vl(t)= e-t/2Lo(t)= e-t/2 and look at the space K(Vl,(J~ r + 
1)) := cl span{@~ "  + 1)"Vl}~0. Note that ~,~'~kvl = (-1)%-t/2tk/k!. Now for all n > 1 
l)n+l:=(J{'-}-l)nVl= ~-~" (k)Jg~kvl=e-t/2~ (k) k=0 
where L, is the nth Laguerre polynomial. The following proposition is due to Szeg6 [16]: 
Proposition 2. The Laguerre functions {~bm}m~=0 -- { e-t/2Lm( t ) } ~=o form an orthonormal basis of 
L2(~+). Furthermore, the Laguerre functions are dense in L1. 
So K(Vl, ( J r  + 1)) = cl span{v,} = cl span{e-t/ZL,(t)} = L2, and the functions Vn(t) form an or- 
thonormal basis of L2([~ +, C). Furthermore (Y  + 1 )Vn = Vn+l for all n ~> 1. This means that X + 1 
shifts each basis vector v, to the next one and can thus be identified with the shift operator S in 
/2(7/+). 
Let us consider the shift operator S in /2(Z+)= cl span,>~0{en}: Se, = en+l. The following results 
are easily obtained. First of all, IIo~f + 111--11SI1= 1. Also, 11~11=2. This is easy to see by first 
noting that 
I1 11 = I Is -  111 < IISII + 11111 =2. 
The inequality in the opposite direction follows by choosing 
x"=- -~n( -1 ,1 , -1 ,1 , . . . , ( -1 ) " ,0 , . . .  ), 
where the n first elements of x" are x~ = ( -  1 )J/x/n, j = 1 . . . . .  n, and the rest of the elements are 0. 
Evidently IIx"ll = 1 and 
118- 111= sup 11(8- 1 11 11(s- 1)xn11 2, 
Ilxll=l 
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S* is the inverse shift operator defined by S*en+l : en. Now ,U(S) = {0}, JV(S*) = span{e0} and the 
range ~(S)  of S is ~(S)= JV(S*) ±= span{e0} ± which is closed. So JV'(JY ~ +1)= {x Ix--0 a.e.}, 
JV(o,~* + 1)= span{vÂ} = span{e -t/2} and ~(~(" + 1) is closed. 
Now we have the following result. 
Proposition 3. The operator X defined in L2(~+, C) by ~ 'x ( t )=-  fo e-(t-s)/2X(S) dS is not quasi- 
triangular. 
Proof. [l•[I =2 so ~ is a bounded linear operator in L2. Since ~A#(o,Y ~ + 1)={x lx=0a.e .  } and 
A/'(jf-* + 1)=span{e-½t}, the index of ~ + 1 is negative: ind(JY" + 1)=dimJV(o~ff + 1) - 
dim ~U(s¢ ~* + 1) < 0. The range ~(~ + 1 ) = JV (~*  + 1 )± = span {vl }± is closed. So ~ E L(L2) 
and ~ + 1 is a semi-Fredholm operator with negative index. From Theorem 2 it follows that X is 
not quasitriangular. 
In order to prove that ~ is not quasitriangular it is sufficient o consider ~ + 1. However the 
proof above can be done not only by considering ~ + 1 but by considering rig- - 2 for any 2 for 
which [2 + I I < 1. Define ~ : :  2 + 1 so that 3F - 2 ~ S - ~ and dF* - 2 ~ S* - ~. Any x E 12 can 
be expressed as x = ~.%o X.en. Now if x E JV(S* - ~) then x must be of the form 
o~ 
X =X0 Z ~nen' 
n=0 
which belongs to 12 for = < 1, that is, for 12+ 11 < 1, so if x E.A/'(dg -* -2 )  then x must be 
of the form 
X:XOZ~nVn+I=e--t/2Xo~-~n i/n'~ l kt k 
n=0 n=0 k=0 k 
Let us examine the coefficients of e-t/2tP: 
ap=XoZ~ n ( - -1 )  p _ xO( -1 )p  p! g"" 
n=p n=p 
By using the series expansion of (1 +x)  k for x=-g  and k= p 1 we get 
- ( )  (1--o7) -(p+l)= ~k P+k . 
k=o P 
This holds again for Ixl=l - ~l=l~l=12 + 11 < 1. By multiplying this by c7 p we get 
~P 
(1 - o~)P +l 
so that 
Xo(--1) p 
ap -- p! 
k=O n=p 
o7 p 
(1 - ~)p+l  ' 
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X -~ Z aP e-t/ztp -- e-t/Zx° (-- 1 )P ~ P t p p! 1 
p=0 ]- ~ ~ p=0 1 - ~ p=0 




where C =x0/(1 - ~) is a constant. We have shown that if x E ~V'(~* - ,~) then x = Ce t(l/2+l/~), 
which does belong to L2 when 12 + 11 < 1. So Y(~*  - ,T) = span{etO/2+l/L}. On the other hand, 
S -  ~ has no nontrivial kernel so ~U(o~ff- 2 )= {x Ix ~ 0 a.e.}. The range of S -  ~ is 12 so the range 
~(o~ff - 2) of o~ff - 2 is L~ which is closed. That 12 + 11 < 1 actually means that 2 belongs to the 
spectrum of ~ ,  since the spectrum of the shift operator is {2:121 ~< 1}, so the spectrum of .~(( is 
o - (~)= o-(S - 1 )={2-  1: 1~1~1}={2: [2÷ 11~1}. 
So the proof above can be done by considering ~ - 2 for any 2 in the interior of the spectrum 
of J : .  
The above was done for M = ½, N = -1  for the very reason that in this case ~ + 1 is a shift 
operator in the basis {vn}~l. What about the general scalar case JY-u(t) = fo e-~(t-S)vu(s) ds, V ~ 0, 
Re # > 0? Define 7 := 2 Re # > 0. Now {x/-fe-UtLn(?t)}~o =:{u,+~ }~0 is also an orthonormal basis 
for L2 and 
f t  e-~(t-S)vv/-~e-~SLn(~S ) ds v = = vv/-~e-U'(L.(yt) - L.+l(yt)) = -(un - un+l) o'~Un 
7 7 
SO U.+l = (1 -- (y/V)J~)Un and 1 - (7 /v )~ is the shift operator in the basis {u.}~ 1. Now (v/y) - o,~ 
can be identified with (v/7)S, where S is the shift operator in 12(Z+), and we can proceed as before 
to show that 
Proposition 4. The operator ~ defined in L2(~+, C) by J~u(t)= fo e-'(t-S)vu(s) ds, where v and 
# are scalars, v¢O, Re#>0 and Re#>Rev,  is not quasitriangular. 
By using the shift analogy it is easy to show that 
K (U l ,X )=c lspan  ~--~uk+l(_l) k n 1 1 ~ = c span{u.+l}. 0 L2. 
k=0 
Since ~tu,l : ~]L2 : ~ and .¢( is not quasitriangular, by Proposition 1 we can conclude that 
inf. h.,._~ >0 so Theorem 4 cannot be used. 
Note that b = ul E J f f ( ( (v /7) -  JC)*) is a special starting vector, for it has the property that 
K(U l , f f{ ' )  = L2 .  This is true for any vector of the form b----~i=1 ~iui, ~150.  If however ~1 = 0 
this result cannot be used, for then K(b ,Y )= {Ul,...,u,.-1} ±, where m is the first index for which 
• ,. ¢ 0. If we then try to apply Theorem 2 in K(b, o,~) instead of L2 we run into problems, since 
Y( ( (v /y )  - ~'~)*) will no longer be nonempty, for Ul ~ K(b, ~) .  However if we just look at the 
Arnoldi process, it is obvious that inf. h.,._l = 1>0 if we choose any of the (sealed) Laguerre 
functions as the initial function. 
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5. The general case 
5.1. The key result 
We have the following theorem regarding the Arnoldi process. A theorem by Douglas and Pearcy 
[4] presents in a different formalism a related result the proof of which is similar to the proof of 
this theorem. 
Theorem 5. Let H be a Hilbert space. Suppose that A EL(H) is bounded below satisfyin9 [[Aull 
 llull for all u and A* has a non-trivial null space. Choose the initial vector b from the kernel 
JU(A*) of A*. Then the elements of the Hessenber9 matrix 9enerated by the Arnoldi process 
satisfy hn+l,n >~ Go. 
Proof. Let Pn be an orthogonal projection onto the n-dimensional Krylov subspace K,(A,b)= 
span{b, Ab,...,A"-lb}. Let bEaU(A*) and consider A.:=PnAP.IK.. Since Pn is an orthogonal 
projection, Pn = P* so A* = P,A*P,. Moreover Pnb = b E Kn. Now A*b = 0 and A n is finite so 
there exists some vector a EKn, a CO, Ilall = 1 such that Ana = 0.  Thus P, APna= 0 and 
IIAP. -PnAP.[[ >1 II(APn -- enAPn)a l l  = IIAe.all = IIAall i> 
if [[Axll ~[[xl l  for all x. It is easy to verify that IIAPn- P.APn[I = hn+l,n. 
Thus the Theorem 4 by Nevanlinna nd Vainikko cannot be used if the operator is bounded from 
below and its adjoint has a nontrivial null space, from which the starting vector for the Arnoldi 
process is chosen. We shall apply this to the operator 2-o,Y'. We examine the null space of (2-o,U)* 
in Section 5.2 and the boundedness from below of 2 - ~ in Section 5.3. A few comments on the 
subject are given in Section 5.4. 
5.2. The null space of (2 - J r )*  
Let us consider the operator o,Uu(t)= fo e-(t-~)MNu(s) ds, where u(s) is a function in L2(E+,Ca). 
The adjoint of sC is given by 
/t J~f'*u(t) = N* e(t-~)M*u(s) ds. 
If u E ~#(2 - ~) ,  where 2 ¢ 0, then (2 - J f )u  = 0 and 
r' 2 e -¢M C~tNu(s) ds = 2u(t), eSMNu(s) ds = 2et~/u(t) dO 
and by differentiating we get 
e~ Nu( t ) = 2etM u( t ) + ,~etM u ' ( t ), 
u'(t)= (~N-M)u( t ) ,  u(t)=e(~N-M)tUo, 
where u0 = u(0). But u (0)= 0 so u(t)=-O. Thus we have the following result: 
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Proposition 5. I f  2 ~ 0 then 2 - off has no nontrivial null space. I f  2 = 0, the null space of  2 - X 
consists of  all u(t) c JV(N). 
Similarly, if v E JV'(2 - ~ff* ), then (,~ - o,~* )v = 0, and 
N* e tM* e -~M* v(s) ds = 2v(t). 
~e tM* ft~e-~JVt'v(s)ds. Now v(t):=N*u(t) ,  so that the Let us consider the case 2 ¢ 0. Set u( t ) :=  
above becomes 
N* e tM* e-~M*N* u(s) ds = ~*  u(t). 
Now this holds when 
f 
O~3 
e 1M* e-SM'N*u(s) ds = 2u(t), 
l 
ft ~ e-SM*N*u( s) ds = ).e -`M* u(t), 
and now by differentiating we get 
--e-tM'N*u(t) = --2e -~ M u(t) + 2e-tM*u'(t), 
u'(t)= (M* -~N*)u( t ) ,  u(t)=e(M'--}N*ltc. 
So our candidates for functions belonging to the null space of 2 - X*  are the functions v(t) = 
N*e(M*-~u*)tC. For these to be members of the null space of ,~ - 3f-* they must belong to L2. Now 
assume that M* - ~N* has at least one eigenvalue/tj with a negative real part. Choose C to be the 
eigenvector corresponding to this eigenvalue. Then 
1N*)k 
v(t) =N*e(M*-~N*)tc = N* ~ tk(M* -- -~ C 
k! k>~O 
t~(l~J )k C = N*  e~J C = e~JtN* C. =N* ~--~ kI 
k>~0 
Now v ~ 0 if C does not belong to the null space of N*. But if C did belong to JI/(N*), then 
(M* - ~N*)C =M*C = #jC, which means that #j E a(M*). But in Section 3 we required that M 
be such that all eigenvalues of M have positive real parts, which means that also all eigenvalues of 
M* must have positive real parts, and so does #j-, which is a contradiction. We have the following 
result: 
Proposition 6. I f  2 is such that M* - ~N* has at least one eigenvalue 12j with a negative real 
part, and C is the eigenvector corresponding to this eigenvalue, then 0 ~ v( t )=N* e(U*-~N*)tC E L2 
belongs to the null space of  2 - •*.  
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5.3. The boundedness from below of 2 -  o~ff 
In the case when M and N can be transformed into their Jordan forms by the same transformation 
matrix T it is possible to prove that 2 - J~ff is bounded from below. For more details see [7]. We 
shall need the following result: 
Lemma 1. Let Ek I~kl 2 < e~. Then Ek [a~k + book-1 [2 ~>O 2~-~k I~kl 2 where D = mintet-~,~l [a + beit[. 
Proof. Let ~Pk = a~k + b~k-l, in which case ~k I~okl 2 <~ since ~k [~k[ 2<c~. By the Riesz-Fischer 
theorem there exists a function 9, the Fourier series of which is 
Z ¢pkei/a = Y~(a~k + beito~k)e ila= (a + be it) Z °~kei/a' 
k k k 
where ~k  ~k ei/a is the Fourier series of some function h, 9=(a + beit)h. Now by the Parseval theorem 
I/2 I °kl 2 - -  [ g(t)12 dt = ~ ] (a + beit)h(t)12 dt 
k n n 
~/_~ min la+beitl2Zl~kl2 t> min [a+beit[ 2 Ih(t)]2dt=t~[_%~ l 
tE[-n,n] n k 
which completes the proof. [] 
Note that as long as lal # Ibl, D>0.  We shall apply this lemma to cases where a and b depend 
on the elements of the matrices M and N and the parameter 2, namely a = 2 - (v/?) and b = v/?, 
v Veit In the following we in which case we shall write D~ instead of D" D~ = mint~t-~,.l 1(2 - 7 )+ 7 • 
shall treat sums of the form ~0 [~k] 2 as sums of the form ~k~=_~ I~kl = by defining ~k = 0 for 
k<0.  
We shall also need the following lemma: 
Lemma 2. Choose ed and set 
em:=C Z ej, m= l .... ,d -  1. 
j=m+l 
Then 
em=e (c+l)a-m-a¢a,  m=l , . . . ,d -1 .  (2) 
Proof. Obviously this is true for m = d -  1. Assume (2) holds for all d>j>m.  Then 
 j=c 
j=m+l j=m+l 
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=C 12"~d-m [ d-1 ] I~l d-m I d-mi~O 2 ] ~)  E" d C E (C -~- l )  d- j - I  "~- 1 =c Ca c (c + 1) i+ 1 j=m+l 
=c ed c 1 -- (C+ 1) d -m- I  -m 
+1 =c 
so (2) holds for m. [] 
Let T be an invertible matrix. Then Ilxllr := IITxll defines a norm with the properties Ilxll~ ~ IITLIIIxll 
and Ilxll <IIT- IILIxlI . So if IIfIIT~CLIulI~, then [[fll<<.fr (T)llull whereas if Ilfll~>>.Cllull~, then 
[[f[[ >i ~ Ilull, where to(T):= II T-111 IITII is the condition number of matrix T. 
Remember that the scaled Laguerre functions {v/-~e-UtLn(Tt)}~o = : {~P,}~0, where 7 := 2 Re # > 0, 
form an orthonormal basis for L2. 
Proposition 7. Let N and M be d × d matrices that can be transformed to their Jordan forms by 
the same transformation matr ix T and let 2 be such that 12-  ~± ~m .. m [~ [ [ Vm = 1, . ,d  where Ym and 
#m are the ruth diagonal elements o f  the Jordan forms o f  N and M respectively and ~m : 2 Re #m- 
Then 2 -  ~ is bounded f rom below. 
Proof. Let the Jordan form Ju  of M consist of n Jordan blocks Ju,, r = 1 . . . .  , n where the rth block 
is of  the size kr × kr and has #r'S on the diagonal• Define dr :=  Eir--_l ki. Let the diagonal elements 
of the Jordan form JN of N be J~,i = vi, i = 1,... ,d and the superdiagonal e ements be JNi_,,, : Pi, 
i=  2 , . . . ,d  where Pi = 0 or p~ : 1. 
f = (2 - JT')u = 2u - fo e-(t-S)MNu(s)ds = T -] 2v - e-(t-s)J~'JNV(S ) ds , 
where v = Tu has the components v~,... ,Yd. Note that 
eJM t = eJ"*' ".. ej..,]' 
where each 
eJ~r t = e mt 
i td_1 1 t . . .  ~d-l~------T "•. ".. 
1 t 
1 
, r= l , . . . ,n .  
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Now 
e s~ tJN 
tJ--2 V" tj-1 ~ / vie ult (P2 +tv2)e ult ... e~ l t (p j~ + . l~ J  
v2e m` ... e# l t (p j~ +vj~)O_ ). 
... ¢p l t~Pd l+ l  0,..  0 
~#1 t t dl-2 • .. ~pa~+l  0... 0 
Ydle I~lt elqtpdl+l 0.. .  0 
Vdl+le u2t (Pdl+2 -1-/Vdl+2)e ~2t ... 
So for m- -dr -1  + 1,. . . ,dr,  r = 1 , . . . ,n  the mth element of  eJMtJNV is 
d~ ( t j - m - 1 
(eJ~tJuV)'n = VmeU'tVm + eU~t Y~ \P J  ( j  -- m -- 1)! 
j=m+ 1 
td~-m 
+(1 - 6rn )e I~t (dr - m)] pa~+lva~+l. 
tJ-m ) 
+ vj ( j  _ m)! vj 
(Actually for r = n the component Vdr+l doesn't exist, but then (1 -(~rn)= 0 SO the term disappears 
any way.) Let f := Tf. Now when m- -dr -1  + 1,... ,dr, r = 1,... ,n, 
]m= ~Vm -- Ymel#(s-t)Om(S) -~-e#r(s-t) j=m+lZ PJ - -m- -1 ) [  + vj - ( ] - -~ l  " vj(s) 
+e#r(s_t) (s - t) dr-m 1 
(dr - m)! Pdr+lVdr+l(S)(1 -- 6rn) ds. 
Write Vm(t) = ~-]k ~ke-~aX/-~rLk(~rt), where 7r = 2Re#r  and use 
(s -- t)JLk(Ts) ds = 7j+l i=o i ( -  1)J+iLk+i(Tt) 
to get 
dr+l--Srn j--m PJm (j - m)  1 "~j--m+i r 
+ Z rs i (-1,  j,k-i j=m+l i=0 
+Z Z vj -m+l  
. j--m+l • (-- 1 )j-m+i+l O~j,k_ i . 
j=m+l i=0 yr l 
Define 
m,r (V~r)  I m,r D~ = min 2 -  + 1)meit and Dz----- min D~.  
tE[--Tr,~] ~r 1 <~m<~d 
l<~r<~n 
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Furthermore, define 
q = max IV mj and ~ = min Yr- l<~m<~d l<~r<~n 
Fix f l> 1 and define c :  ~(1  + ~)  and 
M=max (1,1<mqaXd,_q+l<<mmaX_q+~_6q~ (cq (~)d-m(c+ 1)d-m-q)) " 
Choose Ca, 0 <Ca < ~ and define 
dr+l--$m (~)j--m 
E m ~ C Z Ej 
j=m+l 
for m =dr -~ + 1 , . . . ,dr  -6rn,  r= 1 . . . .  ,n. By using Lemma 2 it is easy to show that 
E m -~- C q (C + 1)d-m-qEd,  where q = n - r + 1, 
and each em <(1/v:d).  Now if Ilvall ~>~llvll, then by Lemma 1 
i Y 2 d.n n 2 
>1 D~dlIvH. 
Else if llvjll <eJllv[[ for all j>m and Ilvml[ ~CmlIVll then 
(~ l  ~m r d rq - l - -~rn j - -m( J )  
Ilfll >/IILII = '~- ~fr Ofm'k + ~r O~m'k-I + Z Z ~j m (_l)J_m+io~,k_i j=m+l i=0 7 rj-m i 
j-m+l ( -  1 ,~j--m+i+l ~,r • J ~j,k-i 
j=m+ 1 i=0 ~r l 
(~k I/ / 2/1/2 I~k dr~rn~ I j -  ) r __ ."'7------ m 1 ~j-m+i r Vm Vm r Pj (__ ~ , (X),k-i 
/~ -- ~r ~m,k + ~r~m,k-I j=m+l i=0 YrJ--m i 
dr j--m+l ~)j (j--m+l'~(__l~J-m+i+l~r . 2 )1/2 I 
+E Z. j - -m+l  " j:m+l i=0 ~r l J J j,k--t • 
Now by Lemma 1 the first part of this is 
A-~T ~,,k + yr r~'t-ll ~" X V kL,[~,,k =Dr'r[[vm[[>~D~¢mllV[[, 
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while by the triangle inequality the second part satisfies 
(r=,- E E~ i (--1)J--m+i~'k--i 
j=m+l i=0 fr 
/j ) Jr- E E YJ -m+ 1 (__l)J_m+i+lo~r 
j=m+l i=0 7/-m+l i 
dr+l-(~ "~l j )~k dr j~ l l j  )~k <~ E P/ - m I~'Jl -m+ 1 
>-m I~,~1 = + ~ .j-=+---~r I~'~,~1 = j=m+l ~)r i i j=m+l ~r i=O 
= Z P+ [[v+ll + Ivjl IIv+ll 
j=m+l \Tr'] j= 1 \~r ]  
dr (2~)  (~)j-m (2~dr+l-m 
j=m+l 
~< ~ 1 + 3- ~+llvll = ~=[Ivll<D~mllvll. j=m+l 
So 
I[?[[~[[?mll~O 2 ( l -  ~)E'm]l/)ll. 
Define Ca = D~ed and 
Cm:O2 (1 -- fl) Cm =O2 (1-- fl) cq (~- ' (c~-  1)d--m-qcd 
for m=dn_q+ 1,...,dn-q+l --t~q, 1 q= 1, . . . ,n.  Clearly for some m it must be true that IlVmll ~>emllvll, 
1 for it it would not be so, then [[ Vm II < Cm II vii < ~ II v 1[ for all m, and 
d d 1 
Ilvll 2 = ~ [[Vmll 2 < ~ ~llvll = --[IvlP, 
m=l m=l 
which is a contradiction. So choose the first m = d - k, k = 0, 1,2 . . . .  , d - 1 for which it is true that 
C IlVmlI>>-~ml[Vll and set C:=Cm for this m; then Hfll>Cllgl, that is, Ilfll>-~311ull. [] 
5.4. Conclusions 
What have we now learned about our special case, where M and N can be transformed into their 
Jordan forms by the same transformation matrix T? In Section 5.3 we showed that i f  2 is such that 
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12-  ~.1 ~1  r. I Vm = 1,.. .,d, where vm and #m are the mth diagonal elements of the Jordan forms of 
N and M, respectively, and 7m -- 2 Re #m, then 2 - • is bounded from below. In Section 5.2 we 
showed that as long as 2 is such that M* - 1N* has at least one eigenvalue #: with negative real 
2 
part, 2 - JY:* has a nontrivial null space. In our special case M* - ~N* = (T-l(Ju - ½JN)T)*. For 
this to have, for some 2, an eigenvalue with negative real part N must have at least one nonzero 
eigenvalue. 
So assume that M and N can be transformed into their Jordan forms by the same transformation 
matrix T, that N has a nonzero eigenvalue, and that 2 is chosen so that M* - ~N* has an eigenvalue 
2 
with negative real part and that 12- ~1 ~ L~ly. Vm = 1 .... , d, If the starting vector b E At (2 -  ~f'* ) then 
by Theorem 5 the subdiagonal elements of the Hessenberg matrix generated by the Arnoldi process 
for 2 -  ~ satisfy h,,n-1 >C/x(T), where the constant C is given in the proof of Proposition 7. 
The Hessenberg matrices generated by ~ and 2 - ~ have the same subdiagonal elements o also 
the subdiagonal elements of the Hessenberg matrix generated by the Arnoldi process for ~,r satisfy 
hn, n-1 > C/x(T). 
Our original question was, whether it is true, that the operator Xtb I is not quasitriangular for all 
nonnilpotent X and b ~ ~:(N).  We only answer this in the case where M and N can be transformed 
into their Jordan forms by the same transformation matrix T and the b E JV (2 -~*)  for a suitable 2. 
Clearly if the starting vector is chosen from the null space of N, then the local operator is -~fftb] = 0. 
In this case the Nevanlinna-Vainikko theorem can be used but the result is not of general interest. 
If b is chosen at random it might coincide with a vector from the null space of (2 - JT)*, in which 
case the Nevanlinna-Vainikko theorem cannot be used. 
In the scalar case only the first Laguerre function belongs to JV (2 -  ~ff*). However if we choose 
any Laguerre function as the initial function and apply the Arnoldi process to this, we see that 
inf~ hn,n-1 >0. This suggests that the choice of the initial vector is not critical. 
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